
Meet your partner-friendly  
transaction platform

Enable partnerships that strengthen your  
secret sauce with Oracle MICROS Simphony  

Own your partner ecosystem with our open APIs

From online ordering and delivery to mobile and contactless payment 
processing, partner integrations can be an excellent way to adapt your  
point-of-sale experience. Still, for many food and beverage brands around  
the globe, finding a transaction platform that supports long-held 
partnerships can be challenging. Conversely, amid a constantly evolving  
partner landscape, a closed-source POS solution limits your ability to take 
advantage of emerging technologies. 

Oracle MICROS Simphony empowers restaurants to seamlessly onboard  
and validate third-party applications, extending point-of-sale capabilities 
according to business needs. Run on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, Simphony’s 
industry-leading core POS is built for high performance and secure by 
design, so you can integrate partners confidently while keeping critical 
functionality intact. 

Here are three ways Oracle MICROS Simphony enables partnerships that enable you.

Learn how our global, extensible cloud-native POS  
can help you be open for business—your way. 

Visit us  to find out more.

Sustain time-tested applications 
that make up your secret sauce 
Whether you’ve integrated a pay-at-table solution or extended your footprint 
through digital ordering and delivery, partner-powered capabilities helped 
shape your employee and customer experience. To ensure continuity and 
minimize disruption, Oracle MICROS Simphony’s fully interoperable transaction 
platform is ready to integrate with the partners you’re already using.

Simphony’s open and secure APIs can run on Oracle Linux, Android, 
Microsoft Windows, or in the cloud to enable more partners.

Documentation is publicly available so partners can access and open 
integrations with ease.

And Oracle Food and Beverage is actively engaged with the RTN  
open API framework to ensure all parties abide by the same POS 
integration standards.

Modernize core capabilities 
Cloud-native with modern restful APIs, Oracle MICROS Simphony empowers food 
and beverage brands to take advantage of Oracle’s global data centers, supporting 
regional and local partners while maintaining regulatory compliance.

A modern, scalable user interface allows you to evolve your tablet, kiosk, 
and kitchen displays with images, descriptions, allergen information, and 
more, so you can support a variety of locations from one control center. 

Oracle’s partner network includes over 130 validated solutions that are ready 
to integrate into your environment, without requiring extensive development. 

Quickly expand capabilities that improve kitchen performance, open  
new sales channels, and evolve guest interactions.

 
And stay compliant with shifting payment standards with 30 payment 
partners who support upgrades and modifications, which can be rolled  
out from one interface across locations. 

Develop new partner interfaces 
When your partner ecosystem calls for customization, add a non-production 
environment to serve as a sandbox to build and test new developments.

Low-no code environments provide application access to API endpoints  
so you can create customizations with agility and speed.  

And when needed, Oracle’s dedicated engineering team can validate 
customizations and new partner integrations to ensure they fulfill 
requirements, before adding them to the open cloud marketplace. 
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According to the Restaurant Technology Network,  
Oracle MICROS Simphony applies more key  
principles of open API than any other POS.
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https://www.oracle.com/industries/food-beverage/restaurant-pos-systems/simphony-pos/

